Young Republicans are the pro-nuclear generation. Everyone is pro-renewables.

Republicans aged 18-29 ranked nuclear energy as having the second most positive impact in a list of climate solutions. Republicans over 50 years old ranked natural climate solutions second. Both ranked renewables as number one.

"Eliminating fossil fuels" is a losing message.

In the same question, Republicans aged 18-29 ranked "eliminating fossil fuels" dead last in a list of climate solutions. Among 18-29 year-olds generally, this message did not do much better.

Climate-informed candidates are more popular.

Young Republicans are "more likely" to vote for a candidate who supports immediate action on climate by a percentage nearly comparable to young voters at large. This beat "less likely" by a factor of two.

Young Republicans want Congress to listen.

When asked what advice they would give to Congress, a plurality of young Republicans wanted more emphasis on climate change.

Young Republicans want a climate strategy that balances economic concerns.

Young Republicans see the way forward as a balance between climate and economic prosperity, with only a small minority wanting gas prices prioritized over the environment.